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PONTRYAGIN DUALITY FOR CONVERGENCE GROUPS 
OF UNIMODULAR CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
H.-P. BuTZMANN̂  Mannheim 
(Received November 11, 1980) 
The P^-duahty theory of convergence groups of continuous unimodular functions 
has been extensively investigated by E. Binz. Using universal coverings he studied 
^^(X, S) in [2] and proved its P^-reflexity for a large class of topological spaces X, 
including e.g. all CW-complexes. With similar methods he proved in [3] for a com­
pact, connected ^°°-manifold X and any 0 ^ к ^ со the P^-reflexivity of C\X, S) 
endowed with the usual topology. It is the purpose of this paper to study the topo­
logical elements of the former class. Actually we will show for every locally com­
pact convergence spaceZ that the topological group ^^(Z, S) is P^-reflexive. The proof 
for the compact case can be easily modified to give a simpler proof of the cited result 
of E. Binz in [3]. 
We denote by S the compact topological group RjZ and by v : R -^ S the natural 
projection. Given a convergence group G — always assumed to be commutative — 
the symbol Ffi stands for the character group of G, i.e. the group of all continuous 
group homomorphisms from G into S endowed with the continuous convergence 
structure. Furthermore Xg : G -> F^Ffi is defined by >CQ{X) (cp) = cp{x) for all x e G 
and all ip G FG. Now XQ is a continuous group homomorphism and G is called 
P^-reflexive if XQ is an isomorphism, i.e. a homeomorphism. Given convergence 
spaces X and 7 we denote by ^ДХ, Y) the convergence space of all continuous maps 
from X to 7, again endowed with the continuous convergence structure. Particularly 
they set ^^(Z) = ^J^X,R) and for a convergence vector space E the subspace of 
^^(£) consisting of all linear continuous functional is denoted by ^ß^ If Z is 
a locally compact convergence space then both ^^(Z) and ^^(Z, S) are topological, 
namely they carry the topology of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of Z . 
Finally, i f / : Z -> Fis a continuous map between convergence spaces we define 
the continuous maps 
/* : ^XY) -^ '€XX) 
and 
/ ' : ^XY, S) -^ ^,(Z, S) 
by sending g t o / о g for a l l / e ^ ( 7 ) a n d / e ^ (7 , 5), respectively. In order to simplify 
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the notion any restriction of/* a n d / ' will be denoted by the same symbol. So is in 
particular for any continuous group homomorphism h : G -^ H the map h' : Г^Н -> 
-> Г fi also a continuous group homomorphism. 
For further definitions and properties of convergence spaces and the continuous 
convergence structure we refer the reader to [ l ] . 
In order to prove the P^-reflexivity of ^,.(X, S) for all locally compact spaces we 
shall first show the compact case. To this end we follow an idea of Binz in [2] and [3] 
and use the map 
defined by 
V;^( / ) = V o / 
for a l l / e ^(X). Actually we show that the image of V;̂  is F,.-reflexive for all compact 
topological spaces X. With the help of a group theoretical theorem of Baer we will 
then see that this topological group is an open, direct summand of ^^^{X, S), whence 
this case follows. The locally compact case is then reduced to the compact one. 
The connection between ^^(X) and ^é'^^X, S) is given by 
Lemma 1. For all compact convergence spaces X the map Vx is open and therefore 
^^(X)/ker V;̂  is isomorphic to Vx{^,{^))-
Proof. Set for г > 0 
Г, = [fe ЦХ) :f{X) c= [ - e , e]} and 
r ; = {/G ^(X, S) :f{X) cz v([~e, e])} , 
then { Г ^ : г > 0 } and {T/ : г > 0} are zero-neighborhood bases of ^^(X) and 
^^{X, S), respectively. But evidently for s < \ 
proving the statement. 
Because of lemma 1 we want to study the convergence group ^^(X)/ker Vĵ̂  in the 
sequel. In order to simphfy our notation we set for all convergence spaces X 
G^ = kctv^ = {fe^X):f{X)^Z] 
and denote by n : ^X-^) "^ ^J^)l^x the natural projection. We know from [4] 
that 
71' : rXK{X)lGx) -^С-'Х:={(РЕГ <e>^X) : cp{Gx) = {O}} 
is an isomorphism and by [5] 
T:^^^XX)-^r^^XX) cp^vocp 
is also an isomorphism. So we finally get an isomorphism 
Г-1 о я' : rX'6XX)jG^) - T-\G],) = {<p e ^ ^ë^X) : cp(G^) <= Z} , 
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and we set therefore 
Then r^(^'^[X)IGx) is isomorphic to Hx and we we want to calculate it at least in 
a very special case. 
Definition. For a topological space X and a clopen (i.e. closed and open) SQtU a X 
we denote by Cu the characteristic function of U and for ^ e =^ ^X^) "^^ ^"^У ^^^^ ^ 
is (p-irreducible if for all clopen sets F с [/ we have (p{cy) E (0, (p{cu)}. 
The announced description of Я;̂ ' is now prepared by the propositions 1 and 2 and 
given in proposition 3: 
Proposition 1. Assume X to be a compact topological space and let cpE Ex-
Then X can be represented as the finite union of pairwise disjoint cp-irreducible sets. 
Proof. Since X is compact it is enough to show that every point in X is contained 
in a (/^-irreducible set. Assume that this is wrong for XQ E X, then one can construct 
a decreasing sequence ((7„) of clopen neighborhoods of XQ such that (p{cuj 4= <P(CL^„+I) 
for all ПЕМ. Since c^^ ~ СЦ^^^ЕСХ we have (p{cu„ — CU^^^EZ and therefore 
there are z„ E { — 1, 1} such that 
ç{^n{^Vn ~~ %n + j)) ^ ^ for all ПЕ N, 
Setting for all /c G TV 
к 
we have (p{fk) è к and 
||Л|| =max{\f,[x)\:xEX} = 1. 
But since (/? is a continuous linear functional on the Banach space ^^(X) we have 
\<p{Â)\u iç^llllAi! = ||<?'|| for all keN. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
Proposition 2. For any compact topological space X having a base of clopen sets, 
any (p E Hx and any non-empty cp-irreducible clopen set U a X there is an XQ EU 
such that 
(p{f) = (p{cv)f{xo) for all fE^X) with f{X\U) = {0}, 
Proof. As is well-known there is a regular, signed Borel-measure fi^ o n Z such that 
9{f)= { Маф) for all fE^X). 
If (p{cu) = 0 then /̂ <p(F) = 0 for all clopen sets V a U implying jû  | I/ = 0, since X 
has a basis of clopen sets. In this case we get for any XQ E U and any / e ^(X) with 
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f{X-.V) = {0}: 
<p{f) = f f{x) аф) = Г f{x) йф) + f /(%) d/^Дх) = 0 . 
JX J и J X\U 
On the other hand, if (p{cv) Ф 0, the measure 
A h-> -——- /Л(Р(А) for all Borel-sets A a U 
4>{cu) 
is a regular Borel-measure on (7 taking only the values 0 and 1. Since U is compact 
it is realcompact and therefore there is an Xo e t/ such that for all Borel-sets A a V 
1 . ^. fO if Х о б ( 7 \ Л , 
(p{cu) {1 if XQEA, 
implying q)[f) = (p{cu)f{cu)f{xo) for 2i\\fe^{X) vanishing on X\IJ. 
The following definition will be needed in the sequel: 
Définition 2. Foi any convergence space X we define 
/^ : Z -> if, ^IX) by /;,(x) (/) - / (x) for all xeX and all / G ^ ( Z ) 
and 
A : Z - ^ r , ^ , ( X , 5 ) by y ^ x ) ( / ) = / ( x ) for all xeX and / G ^ ( Z , 5 ) . 
Both ix and y^ are continuous and we have 
Proposition 3. / / X is a compact topological space having a base of clopen sets 
then Hx = Çix{X)y, the group generated by ix{^)-
Proof. Evidently {ix{Xy} с Hx, so take any (p e Hx- By proposition 1 there are 
pairwise disjoint, non-empty (/^-irreducible sets U^,...,U^<:zX such that Z = 
= U^ и ... и U},. By proposition 2 we can find x„ e U„ with 
ф(/) =" ^p{^Un)f(^n) for all n E {1, ..., k} and all 
fe^X) with f(X\U„) = {0}. 
This implies for a l l / e ^ (Z) : 
Since Ci/̂  G Gjf we have ф(с[/J G Z and are ready. 
Before we prove the main result of the first part we notice 
Lemma 2. For any compact topological space X having a base of clopen sets 
^x ' ^ . W -^ ^.(-^. ^ ) is surjective. 
Pro of. Take g e ^(X, S), then to any point x eX there is a clopen neighborhood U^ 
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of X such that g \U^is not surjective. By the compactness of Z this imphes the existence 
of pairwise disjoint clopen sets l/^,..-, ^^ such that g \U„is not surjective and X = 
= U^ Kj ... и Uf,. Then choose functions /„ e ^(t/„) such that v of„ = g \U„ and 
define 
f:X-^R by fix)=f„{x) If XEU,. 
Then c lear ly /e ^(-^) and Vĵ (/) = g. 
Theorem 1. For a/tj^ compact topological space X the group Hx has the extension 
property in S£^ ̂ c{^\ i-c. any character of Hx can be lifted to a character of 
if, '^Xx). 
Proof. Define an equivalence relation ^ on X by x ~ 3; if and only \î [xeU о 
о у eU for all clopen U cz X) setY = Xj^ and g : X -^ 7 the projection. Since Y 
is compact and has point-separating clopen sets it has a basis of clopen sets. We get 
the following commutative diagramme: 
X î - ^ y 
The rest of the proof splits into three parts: 
(i) claim: Hx = ix{X) + ker^** 
proof: For all ç e ker ^** and feGx there is a ^̂  G ̂ (Y) with g о g = f and so 
ф(/) = ^{д о g) = (ßig'^ig)) = (p о g^{g) = ^** (Ф) (g) = О, 
showing " 3 ". On the other hand, for all cp e Hx we have 
^**(ф) (g) = (piQ'^id)) = (p{g од) == 0 for all g e Gy , 
and so ^**(ф) e Яу. Now by proposition 3 there are z^, ..., Zj^e Z and y^, ..., y,^E Y 
with 
/1 = 1 
Since g is surjective y„ = g(xn) for some x^eX and so 
^**(^) = I'n iy{Q{x„))= J:Z„ g-'^{ix{x„)) = ^**(Z^. ^хЫ), 
therefore (p — Yj^n ^xi^n) ^ ^^^ ^**-
(ii) claim: Any ^ЕГНХ with % e r ^**) = |o} can be extended to a character on 
proof: First we show that 5 о ix h compatible with - : 
Let be X, y EX such that g(x) == g[y), then 
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and so ix{^) — ix(y) ^ ker ^**. By assumption ^ix{^) — h{y)) = 0 ^nd so 
i9 о ix{x) = ^ о ix{y) for all x, у e X with Q(X) = д(у) . 
Since У is a quotient of X we get together with lemma 2 a function g e ^^{Y) with 
V о g о Q = S о ix • 
Setting/ = ö' о ^ it is easy to show with the help of claim (i) that x^̂ (X) о T \ Hx == 
= S. 
(iii) proof of the theorem: Denote by £ = ker ^** с ^^ ^X^) ^^'^^ ^^^^ ^"У 
С G ГЯ^. Then С| £ G Г £ and by Satz 1 in [5] there is a Co e ^E with v о Co = ^ И , 
but lemma III.5 in [7] shows that Co can be extended to a continuous linear functional 
Ci e ^ i f , ^^IX) and for Ci = v о Ci 6 Tif, ^ , (Z) we have evidently 
С - Ci I £ = 0 => (C - Ci I Я; , ) (кег ^**) = {0} , 
and by claim (ii) there is a C2 G Tif ^ ^d^) with 
С - Cl I Я; , = C2 I Я; , => С = (Cl + I2) I Их . 
Corollary 1. For any compact topological space X the convergence groups 
^,(X)/ker vx and Vxi'^ÂX)) ^re P,-reflexive. 
Proof. By lemma 1 both convergence groups are isomorphic. Since 
JX ° ^'€^{X,S) ~ ^^"^^(X.S) 
for all convergence spaces X, we know that x^^(^x,s) ^^ ^^ embedding und therefore 
the same holds for x^^^^^^^x)) and >с<^^^х)/сх' ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^̂  ^̂ ^̂  ̂ ^ prove is the surjectivity 
o f >C<g^(X)/Gx'-
Take any С G ГГД^,(Х)/С;^), then ri = С о{Т~' о п'У^ e ГНх and by theorem 1 
there is a character /7 G Г . ^ ^ ^^(^) with ?/ | Я;̂ ^ = t]. Since "^^(X) is P^-reflexive 
by [5], theie is an / G ^(X) with %<̂ (̂X)(/) = 'f о T~^ and it is easy to verify that 
Remark . If X is also connected then Gx contains just the constant functions and 
under this additional hypothesis the statement of Corollary 1 can easily be proven 
(cf. theorem 6 in [З]). So the complications in the proof are indeed due to the lack 
of connectedness of X. 
Theorem 2. For any compact topological space X there is a discrete topological 
subgroup Dx of ^J<X^ *̂ ) ^^^^^ ̂ ^^^ 
^XX, S) = Vx{K{X)) @ Dx . 
P ro of. L^ : = Vxi^X^)) ^̂  ^ divisibe subgroup of "^..(X, S) and so has by a theorem 
of Baer (see e.g. theorem 18.1 in [6]) an algebraic direct complement Dx- Denoting 
by Q '• ̂ ^(X, S) -> Dx the projection we have to show that Q is continuous. But there 
is a group isomorphism p : "^^(X, S)lLx -> Dx so that the following diagramme 
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commutes: 
Д Х , 5 ) - ^ - - D^ 
^XX.S)lLx-
Since Vx is by lemma 1 open, Lx is open in ^^(X, 5) and therefore ^^X, S)lLx is 
discrete, showing the continuity of Q. Since Dx is a direct summand of ^ДХ, 5) it 
is indeed isomorphic to the discrete topological group ^^(Z, S)lLx and therefore 
itself discrete. 
Corollary 2. For any compact topological space X the topological group ^J^, S) 
is P^-reflexive. 
Proof. Vxi^JiP^)) is P^-reflexive by corollary 1 and Dx is P^-reflexive by the 
classical Pontryagin-duality-theorem. Since the direct sum of P^-reflexive convergence 
groups has this property again, the corollary follows from theorem 2. 
Remark . For a compact, connected C°°-manifold X and 0 ^ /c ^ oo define 
v^ : ^\X) -> C(X, S) in the usual way. Now the same argument as in the proof of 
theorem 2 shows that y\{^{X)) is a direct summand of ^\X, S) having a discrete 
direct complement. The obvious modifications of the proof of corollary 2 then give 
a quick proof of the main result of [3]. 
The heart of the reduction of the locally compact case to the compact one is given 
in proposition 5. Before we state it we notice the following elementary but often 
useful fact: 
Lemma 3. For every convergence space X the convergence group ^J^X, S) is 
P^-reflexive if and only if for all С e ГГ^^^Х, S)) we have 
>^'^JX,S){C о jx) — с • 
Proof. Since jx о Щ^(х,5) = ^àc^jx,s) the P^-reflexivity of ^^(X, 5) implies 
^^(x,s) ° Jx = ^^^^(x,s) 5 i-̂ -
С = >^^,(x,s) ofxiO = >c<^^ix,s){^ о Jx) for all С • 
The other impHcation is clear. 
Propositions. For any locally compact, ^-embedded convergence space X and 
any compact set К a X the embedding Cjr : К -> X induces an open mapping 
Furthermore we have 
Г^ДХ, S) = []{е'^{Г^Х^^ S)):KczX compact} . 
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Proof. For A d X and г > 0 we set 
T:{A) = {fe ЦХ, S) -./(А) cz v ( [ -£ , г])} . 
Since X is locally compact, ^^(X, S) is topological and a zero-neighborhood base is 
given by 
{T^{L) : LŒ X compact, г > 0} . 
Fix a compact set К cz X, then we show at first for all compact sets L a X and all 
е'^{т:{Ь)) 3 е'^{т:(Х) г. {g e Щ, S) : g{K) <= v ( [ - e , e])} , 
which implies that e^ is open: 
Given any g from the right side there is an fe ^(K) with v of = g and f(K) с 
с [ —г, e]. Since X is ч^-embedded, there is an / G ^(X) with / | i^ = / and f{X) с 
с [ — в, в]. Evidently v о / е Т'(Х) and ^̂ (̂v о/) = д. 
То prove the second statement, take any (p e Г ^^{X, S). Then there are e > 0 and 
a compact set X с X such that 
ç>(r;(i^))c=v([-ii]). 
Since r(K) := {fe^(X,S) :f{K) = {0}} с ГДХ) is a subgroup the same holds 
for its image under cp. Since v([ —i, J]) contains only the trivial subgroup we deduce: 
{0} = (р{Г(К)) = cp{kcr e'^) . 
Since e^ is open we get therefore a character ф^ e r{e'jJ^[X, S)) with XJ/Q О e^^ = cp. 
But the image of e^ is open and so фо can be extended to a character ф e Г^^(Х, S) 
for which evidently e^(il/) = cp. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper: 
Theorem 3. For any locally compact convergence space X the topological group 
^ , (Z , S) is P^-reflexive. 
Proof. It is well-known that to any convergence space X there is a ^-embedded 
one X' such that ^SX, S) and ^SX\ S) are in a natural way isomorphic. Moreover, 
X' is locally compact if X has this property. Therefore we assume w.l.o.g. that X 
is ^-embedded. Take any С e ГГ^ ^^X, ^^ and regard for any compact set X c: Z 
the following commutative diagramme: 
К 
JK Jx 
Г, "^IK, S) — ^ Г, ^iX, S) 
As a compact subset of a ^^-embedded convergence space, К is by proposition 27 
in [ l ] topological and therefore ^J^K, S) is by theorem 2 P^-reflexive, implying with 
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lemma 3 
This gives for all (p e Г ^X^- ^У-
> '̂if,(z,s)(C ojx) {ек{(р)) = (p{C ojx о e^ = (p[C о e^ oj^) = 
= >^<&AK,S){^ ° ^K °JK) {(P) = (C о 4 ) (ф) = C(4(<?>)) • 
Since К <:=: X was an arbitrary compact subset of X we conclude with proposition 5 
^^AxA^^Jx) = C for all С e ГГ, ^ X ^ , 5) . 
Applying now lemma 3 we get the statement of the theorem. 
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